Making Flat Pack Shipping an Industry Standard

Advances in fastening technology are helping flat pack shipping become more common.

BY ZACHARY KLARES, DIRAK

All markets are driven by customers to continuously find ways to reduce costs. Most cost reduction efforts begin with a focus on the product itself, and as we’ve seen over the years, the enclosure industry has faced fierce global competition in this regard. Customers are now becoming better educated to the total cost associated with purchasing a product and many consumers of server enclosures are focusing their cost cutting efforts toward logistics. With regard to 19-inch racks, these costs typically include transportation, set-up, and installation. However, there are also the unseen costs of having data center designs adhere to manufacturer site plan requirements, which mandate proper access and maneuverability inside the facility for pre-assembled enclosures. Given this perspective, knock down enclosures entered the market offering the strength and stability of traditional designs while promoting a significant cost savings advantage by having the ability to ship disassembled.

While relatively new to the enclosure industry, flat pack shipping has been successful in many consumer-based industries. The concept is simple, a product is delivered in manageable pieces inside of a box that can then be assembled onsite at the final location. The tools and hardware — nuts, bolts, and screws — needed for assembly are included along with instructions on how to assemble the product.

A flat pack ready enclosure design can provide three primary benefits to the consumer. As labor is a large part of the process of bringing an enclosure to market, pushing the assembly costs along to the consumer will significantly reduce the manufacturing costs, which allows for a more efficient manufacturing process and a lower sales price. Knockdown products that are shipped via flat packing, versus the traditional pre-assembled method, significantly reduce shipping costs due to their smaller volume. This is also attractive for manufacturers who want to reach distant or global markets but can’t compete due to logistical barriers. Finally, once the product is delivered, knockdown enclosures can be conveniently stored until they are ready for installation. The need for additional data center design allowances, such as oversized elevators, becomes unnecessary due to the benefits of flat packaging, which provides for increased maneuverability.

For enclosure panel assembly, the 1-0425L joins two metal panels by pushing the fastener through the panel cutouts, eliminating all assembly hardware such as nuts, bolts, and screws.

Featuring quick and easy tool-less installation, the 2-0775L Swingle handle provides secure latching and ensures proper assembly onsite at the final location.

Switch Boots for Hell & High Water

HEXSEAL® switch, potentiometer & circuit breaker boots prevent penetration from hostile contaminants by blocking water, dust, dirt, grease, cleaning solvents… even ice build-up. Any of these can impede reliable operation. UL & CSA Recognized. IP66/68 Rated (temp. -94°F to +400°F). Millions of toggle, pushbutton, rotary & rocker boots are used in industrial, marine, medical and military applications. Call or click for catalog & samples.
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Single-piece design for toggle, pushbutton, rocker or rotary styles, in any color

High tear-strength silicone rubber with actuation-compatible tactility

Patented perimeter sealing rib seals mounting hole and protects behind-panel components.

No O-ring required.

Molded-in mounting nut cross-linked to silicone sheath exterior
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Nautilus design protective chamber with secondary inner seal
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A well understood dilemma facing engineers who consider designing knockdown enclosures is the skepticism associated with DIY assembly. Existing knockdown designs require the use of screws and (cage) nuts in order to fully assemble the unit, much like the way it is done on the assembly line. Therefore, build quality and the structural stability of the rack become the concern of the consumer and their technicians. The potential for losing and forgetting screws, or making a mistake during the assembly process, can result in a product that looks complete but is structurally unsound and liable to fail during its life cycle. This prevents manufacturers from providing a warranty on damages that can result from improper assembly and any certifications or ratings that would normally be associated with the enclosure.

To eliminate these concerns and maximize the advantages outlined, designers should consider latching, hinging, and fastening systems that are quick and simple to install. This helps minimize components and provides a finished product that meets or exceeds the structural integrity of a traditional design. Therefore, the installation method of hardware for knockdown enclosures should be one that ensures zero defects no matter the competency or qualification of the assembler. Latches, hinges, and fasteners that feature a tool-less installation method are perfect for such applications. These hardware components can be snapped into cut-outs in little time without any loose mounting hardware such as nuts, bolts, or washers. No other steps should be needed for proper assembly. By reducing human error, manufacturers will be able to provide warranties on customer installations and even certifications and ratings to meet or exceed traditional hardware.
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